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Resonant behavior in heat transfer across weak molecular interfaces
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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to study, in detail, the transfer of thermal (vibrational)
energy between objects with discrete vibrational spectra to those with a semi-continuum of spectra.
The transfer of energy is stochastic and strongly dependent on the instantaneous separation between
the bodies. The insight from the MD simulations can be captured with a simple classical model that
agrees well with quantum models. This model can be used to optimize systems for efficient frequency
selective energy transfer, which can be used in designing a chemical sensor through nanomechanical
C 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4851035]
resonance spectroscopy. V

I. INTRODUCTION

Heat transport at the molecular scale often involves
exchange of energy between molecules with only slightly
overlapping vibrational spectra. The frequencies at which
overlap is strongest act as efficient channels for energy
exchange. That this transfer is not uniform at all frequencies
results in an athermal phonon population (APP) in the participating objects. Usually these are rapidly dissipated internally, however in nanoscale systems far-from-equilibrium
there are a large number of cases where this phonon inversion can persist and in doing so greatly alter the system’s
electro-mechanical properties in ways that can be both detrimental or desirable in NEMS devices.
An APP can arise in suspended carbon nanotube (CNT)
resonators through either frequency specific Joule heating of
optical phonons (at K and C)1–4 or direct driving5,6 (or cooling7) of low frequency flexural modes. In the former case
this causes the electrical conduction to saturate at high voltage, and in the latter the resulting APP can dramatically
reduce the resonator’s quality factor.8,9 APPs can also arise
when heat is conducted across CNT interfaces.10,11 Taking
advantage of the APP leads to strategies for engineering
interfacial thermal conductivity,12,13 and may be important
in the recently discovered thermal power waves in CNTs.14
Biological systems can also display non-equilibrium thermal
energy distributions. Enzymatic reactions can result in a
large heating of localized modes in the protein. This heat
must be dissipated efficiently without denaturing the
enzyme, and is transferred through a restricted set of localized vibrational modes without heating the enzyme as a
whole.15,16 (A similar concept is important for barrierless
thermolecular reactions.) A similar “energy funneling” phenomenon is observed in virus capsids17 in which laser heating of high frequency modes is funneled into a handful of

low frequency mechanical modes—an effect that may be
exploited for selectively destroying harmful viruses.18
A further and beneficial application of thermal transport
induced APP that motivates the present work is the possibility of taking advantage of it to develop new label-free and
ultra sensitive chemical sensor. We previously reported this
concept, referred to as nanomechanical resonance spectroscopy (NRS),19 in which an array of tuned nanomechanical
resonators could become excited in the presence of a hot
analyte with a particular vibrational frequency. (Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b) illustrate the NRS concept and its comparison to optical spectroscopy.) Taken together, the array of resonators
can be likened to a stringed musical instrument; the vibrational spectrum of each analyte strikes a unique chord that
can be used to identify it. Sensing the analyte is then reduced
to resolving the relative excitations of the nano-resonator
array. This task of “listening” to the strings is itself nontrivial; it requires being able to measure an excitation in a single vibrational mode of an ultra-high frequency resonator,
with nanosecond resolution.
In this work, we build upon the initial NRS concept by
considering multiple analytes (as opposed to a single analyte) and determining the limiting resolution of the NRS
method. To this end, classical molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations were performed on an idealized test system representing the analytes interacting with a NRS resonance
probe. These simulations were analyzed in detail using a
mode projection scheme.20 The insight gained from these
simulations was used to develop a simple model of resonant
energy transfer, from which we identified a set of parameters
that determined the fundamental limits of sensitivity and selectivity of the NRS approach.
II. CALCULATIONS
A. Molecular dynamics simulation
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The thermal transfer in the coupled analyte-resonance
probe system was represented by a collection of hot,
hydrogen-like diatomic molecules (whose vibrational
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FIG. 1. A schematic comparison of NRS with traditional optical spectroscopy. Panel (a) depicts in very general terms an optical spectroscopy
method, in which the vibrational modes of an analyte are interrogated with a
laser. Electron-phonon coupling transduces the illuminating radiation and
the measured spectrum that results is used to identify the analyte. Panel (b)
depicts the proposed NRS method in which a heated analyte interacts
directly with a series of nanomechanical probe resonators. If a probe is in
resonance with a vibrational mode in the analyte, then vibrational energy is
exchanged; thus, the analyte excites a unique chord in the array of probes
which can be used to identify it. (c) Image depicting the initial configuration
for one particular simulation with fifteen dimers. Panels (a) and (b) reprinted
with permission from P. A. Greaney and J. C. Grossman, Nano Lett. 8, 2648
(2008). Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.19

frequency was tuned to the desired resonance by varying their
atomic mass) interacting with a cold single-walled (10,0) zigzag CNT with a 4.1 nm periodic repeat distance (10 repeated
units, total length 41 nm). A typical simulation proceeded as
follows: (1) After optimizing the CNT (both respect to the
atomic positions and the periodic repeat distance), the CNT
was heated (and equilibrated) to an initial temperature Tbg. (2)
A random combination of dimers configurations were selected
from a set of pre-computed trajectories of a single dimer
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interacting with a CNT. These were distributed randomly
around the CNT but placed such that the distance between the
closest atom and the surface of the tube is do, as shown in
Figure 1. Dimers were treated as hydrogen-like for modeling
the interactions but with mass increased to achieve the desired
resonance. (3) By a random combination of potential energy
(inter-atomic displacement) and kinetic energy (instantaneous
relative velocity) the dimers were initially excited to 0.32 eV
of total energy in the bond-stretching mode (and no energy in
the others21). (4) The system was then simulated in the microcanonical ensemble using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a
time step of 0.2 fs, limiting fluctuations in the total energy to
less than 105 of the mean thermal energy. The interactions
between atoms were modelled using the adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order (AIREBO) potential22
implemented in the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively
Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) molecular dynamics code.23
AIREBO potential treats the (anharmonic) covalently bonded
interactions internal to both the CNT (carbon–carbon bonds)
and the dimers (hydrogen–hydrogen bonds), as well as the
non-bonded van der Waal’s interactions between the CNT and
dimers. The latter interactions are treated within the AIREBO
scheme as a (highly anharmonic) 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential, and it is through this interaction that the analyte molecules transfer their vibrational energy to the CNT (as well as
to other dimers). A projection scheme (described in Ref. 10,
integrated into the MD simulation in Ref. 20, and used previously by Kidera et al.15) was used to track how this transferred
heat was distributed across the full vibrational spectrum of the
CNT at every instant during the course or each simulation.
The excitation of the CNT resonance probe due to the
interaction with just a single analyte dimer is shown in
Figure 2(a). This plot shows the dissipation of thermal
energy into all the vibrational modes in the CNT over the
simulation duration. The plotted data are the average from
29 separate simulations in which the bond stretching mode
of the dimer is tuned to have a frequency of 10.0 THz.24 It
can clearly be seen that energy is transmitted most favorably
to modes in the CNT in resonance with the dimer, that is,
modes with frequencies close to 10.0 THz, in agreement
with our initial proof of concept results for NRS.19 These
resonant modes in the CNT are the first and most strongly
excited modes, reaching a peak intensity at between 3 and
4 ns, after which the intensity diminishes slowly. In addition
to the resonant excitation at 10.0 THz, there are two other
sets of minor excitations that also begin from the outset of
the simulation: excitation of modes at 20.0 THz and low frequency excitations below 2.0 THz. The first of these arises
from the overtone of the dimer oscillation and due to frequency doubling of the dimer oscillation through the anharmonicity of the van der Waal’s interaction. With its initial
excitation energy (0.32 eV) the dimers overtone is approximately 7% of it oscillation. The second minor excitation is
caused by low frequency oscillation of the dimer within the
attractive van der Waal’s potential well at the CNT surface—we refer to this motion as the analyte bouncing on the
tube. The other modes in the CNT accumulate energy more
gradually as the simulation progresses as can be seen in the
higher frequency modes.
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FIG. 2. Mean excitation of CNT due to interaction with a single dimer
vibrating at 10 THz. The plots are the average of 29 simulations. Plot
(a) shows the full excitation spectrum in the CNT. A clear resonant peak is
visible at 10 THz. Plot (b) shows the partitioning of the thermal energy
between the internal mode (green) and rotational and translational modes
(red) of the analytes, and the resonant modes (blue) and background modes
(dark red) in the CNT. The inset plot shows the first nanosecond of resonant
signal for the first 15 individual simulations. It can be seen that the trajectories are stochastic, with energy repeatedly exchanging back and forth
between the dimer and CNT.

It is instructive to consider the vibrational energy in the
CNT to be comprised two parts, a thermal background (with
an equilibrium filling of the vibrational spectrum—which for
these simulations is classical) and an athermal phonon population which is localized in frequency space. For the application
of NRS, the height and width of the athermal population
determine the sensitivity and selectivity that can ultimately be
attained with this method. The narrowness of the resonant
peak determines how accurately we can resolve the frequency
of the analyte’s mode that is causing it. The height of the distribution—how much hotter the resonantly excited modes are
than the thermal background—determines the minimum sensitivity that is required of a measurement in order to detect the
APP. The shape and size of the athermal distribution in the
CNT are determined by the competition of efficient energy
transfer to the CNT at specific resonant frequencies and the internal relaxation of this energy into other modes in the tube.
As a simple metric of the resonant APP and thermal
background we select the set of modes that participate in the
resonant peak in Fig. 2(a), summing the total energy in this
set approximates the energy of the APP. We refer to this as
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the “resonant signal” in the CNT. The set of “resonant”
modes in the CNT was chosen to be those within 0.4 THz of
dimer frequency—just wide enough to enclose the full resonant APP peak, and the summing procedure amounts to a
narrow bandpass filtering of the full vibrational spectrum.
The equilibrium background energy is approximated by summing the energy of all the modes not in the resonant set. It
should be noted that these quantities only approximately represent the height of a nonequilibrium phonon population;
however, they permit one to compare rates on energy transfer from the analyte to resonance and background modes.
Fig. 2(b) shows the partitioning of the total vibrational
energy in the system between the resonant and background
modes of the CNT, and the internal and block modes of the
dimer. It can be seen that in the 10 ns simulated, less than
half of the energy in the dimer’s stretch (green line) has
transferred to the CNT, and very little energy is transmitted
into the dimer’s rotational and translational modes (due to
the atomic mass of the dimer being relatively large). The
energy lost from the dimer is transmitted to the CNT, with
the background modes showing a continuous heating, while
the energy in the resonant signal shows an initial rise that
saturates after about 2 ns.
The inset plot in Fig. 2(b) shows the first nanosecond of
the resonant signal in the CNT for 15 individual simulations
(red) with the mean signal (blue). It can be seen that the excitation of the resonant modes in each simulation follows markedly varied trajectories, but all of the trajectories show rapid
fluctuations, not dissimilar from a random walk. This noisy
heating indicates that energy is randomly exchanged between
the analyte and CNT, with only a gradual net accumulation of
energy in the CNT. The fluctuations in the transfer of energy
can reveal the pathway for energy transfer. Figure 3 shows the
cross-correlation (a) and power spectrum (b) of the energy
fluctuations during a single simulation. The fluctuations are
computed as the deviation from a running average and the
correlation plot shows the Pearson correlation computed as a
function of the windowing duration for the running average.
The energy fluctuations in the dimer’s stretch mode are
strongly anti-correlated with the fluctuations in the energy of
the CNT-resonant modes. This indicates that energy leaving
the dimer stretch mode often shows up in the CNT stretch.
There is a similarly strong anti-correlation between the resonant and backgrounds modes of the CNT while crucially
there is no significant correlation between the dimer stretch
and the CNT-background modes. This indicates that while
the majority of the transferred energy ends up in the CNTbackground it is first transferred into the resonant modes of
the CNT before dissipating into the background. This is an
important result for a NRS chemical sensing device: It indicates that the system retains a high efficiency in the transfer
of information about the vibrational spectrum of the analyte.
Information is lost by intra-tube dissipation within the CNT
rather than in the exchange process.
B. Classical analytic model

The insight gained from the MD simulations can be captured by a highly simplified model in which one considers
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FIG. 3. Plot (a) shows the Pearson cross correlation (with blue, red, green,
and black lines correspond to dimer–CNT-resonant correlation,
dimer–CNT-background correlation, CNT-resonant–CNT-background correlation, and CNT-resonant–dimer rotational and translational mode correlation, respectively), plotted as a function of the windowing size of the
moving average to show that the analysis is robust. Plot (b) shows the power
spectrum of the energy transfer fluctuations with the energy in the dimer
stretch, CNT-resonant modes, and CNT-background modes plotted in green,
blue, and red, respectively. It can be seen that the transfer fluctuations in the
dimer and CNT-background modes occur in different frequency bands.

the transfer of energy between a pair of weakly coupled harmonic oscillators, as shown in Fig. 4, and parametrized by
three dimensionless quantities, a; b, and c that describe,
respectively, the masses, frequencies and coupling stiffness
of the system (also defined in Fig. 4).
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The key feature of this model is that kinetic energy is
transferred without any vibrational scattering but as a consequence of the beating of the two eigenmodes of the coupled
system. It is assumed that scattering of the system does
occur—with an average interval s, analogous to a phonon lifetime—and acts to hinder the transfer of heat. We assume that
the oscillators are decoupled during scattering events, so that
the scattering in the oscillators is uncorrelated and no kinetic
energy is exchanged. This model of molecular level energy
transfer stands in contrast to models of heat transfer across
interfaces in bulk materials in which heat is conducted by
propagating vibrations that scatter as they cross the boundary.
The two harmonic oscillators are assumed to be initially
uncoupled with energies Ea ; Ep , and random phase /a ; /p .
Coupling the system (and neglecting the small amount of
energy in the interaction potential) E and / are used to define
the initial amplitude and phase of the eigenmodes of the
coupled system. Propagating these eigenmodes in time one
can compute Ea ðsÞ, Ep ðsÞ, the energy in each oscillator when
the system is decoupled after time s and before the phase of
each oscillator is randomly scattered, then recoupled to
transfer energy once more. During each interval that the
oscillators are coherently coupled energy can be transferred
either forwards or backwards depending on the initial random phases, /a , and /p . This matches the random trading of
energy observed in our MD simulations as seen in the individual heating trajectories in the inset plot of Fig. 2(b). The
average rate of energy transfer, hQ_ ap i, from all possible starting configurations is obtained by integrating /a , and /p over
the interval 0 to 2p. Strictly one should also average over a
distribution of scattering intervals s. Here, we chose to
ignore this—proceeding assuming s to be single valued—
and rationalize this decision later in the paper. The expression obtained for the rate of energy transfer permits the definition of a “mean dimensionless energy transfer efficiency”
given by the approximation
hQ_ ap i
xa ðEa  Ep Þ



L
xb
1  cos

2pg :
xa
2pg

Rap ¼

(2.1)

Here, Rap is the fraction of the energy difference that is transferred per analyte oscillation divided by 2p and can be considered analogous to the quality factor of a resonator (hQ_ ap i
is the averaged rate of heat transfer). The dimensionless term
g ¼ sxa =2p expresses the coupling coherence time as the
number of analyte oscillations, and xb is the beat frequency
(i.e., the difference in frequency) of the two eigenmodes of
the coupled system
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
xa
Y X Yþ X ;
(2.2)
xb ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2a
FIG. 4. Model of the transfer of energy between two coupled harmonic
oscillators parametrized by the dimensionless parameters a; b; and c which
give, respectively, the ratio of the oscillators masses, the ratio of the natural
frequencies, and the ratio of the coupling stiffness to the analyte’s stiffness.
This model is a generalization of a similar model that we have developed
previously.10

with terms
X ¼ c2 þ a2 ðc þ 1  bÞ2 þ 2acðc  1 þ b2 Þ;
Y ¼ c þ að1 þ b2 þ cÞ:

(2.3)
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The leading term, L, in Eq. (2.1) is a Lorentzian function
L¼

1
Db
;

p ðb  b Þ2 þ Db2

beginning at t ¼ 0. Thus, the perturbation can be written as
 x0 Þ2 , where xi is the amplitude of the nanotube mode and x0 is the amplitude of the analyte mode (this
notation is adopted to ease the extension to multiple nanotube modes). This problem can now be reduced to a
time-dependent perturbation theory problem, where we will
retain terms to OðsÞ. The coupling includes both diagonal
and off-diagonal elements. The former terms shift the frequencies of the phonon modes to xi þ ji =2mi xi (we call
these “shifted modes”). The latter terms can create or destroy
pairs of phonons in any individual mode, create or destroy a
single phonon in each of a pair of modes, or swap a phonon
between a pair of modes. When the two shifted modes are
nearly degenerate, the hopping terms dominate. Taking the
norm of the forward and backward hopping amplitudes gives
the probabilities of the two events, which we can use to generate the expectation value of the energy shift.
Differentiating with respect to s gives
HðtÞHðstÞ
ji ðxi
2

(2.4)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
centered at b ¼ pﬃﬃ1ﬃ þ c  c=a, and with width at half maximum Db ¼ 2c= a.
Before interpreting the implications of the derived
expression (2.1), it is worthwhile taking a short detour to justify the use of this highly simplified two-oscillator system to
model the analyte-probe energy transfer process—and to
underscore the merits of doing so. A real coupled analyte
and probe system involves a hybrid set of eigenmodes found
by diagonalizing a matrix of the form
 


 ka 0   Ka jap 


;

þ
(2.5)
H¼
0 kp   jpa Kp 
where ka and kp are the diagonal matrices of eigenmode
stiffnesses for the decoupled system, and jap is the matrix of
coupling stiffnesses of modes in the analyte to modes in the
probe. Ka and Kp are diagonal matrices of mode stiffening
due to the probe-analyte interaction and are the column or
row sum of jap . Only hybrid modes that contain large contributions from both the probe and analyte will participate in
the transfer of energy. In practice, if the coupling matrix,
jap , is weak most modes will be relatively unchanged with
only collections of modes close by in frequency hybridizing,
as evidenced by the cross-correlation analysis in Fig. 3
(conversely, when jap is large, mode mixing and stiffening
can result in many modes becoming resonant). Thus, the
presence of jap justifies ignoring most of the modes in the
system and only considering modes that are shared between
the analyte and probe. There are considerably more than two
shared modes—22 modes contribute to the what we call the
“resonant signal” in Fig. 2 (Ref. 25)—however, considering
only two modes considerably simplifies the mathematical
treatment of the problem while still capturing the essential
physics, and can lend insight to more realistic energy transfer
processes (we gain the most insight for the least amount of
mathematical effort). Armed with understanding of the twooscillator model one can predict trends in the behavior of the
model as more participating modes are considered without
finding the full-blown analytic solutions for these more intricate systems. There are two main limitations to the overly
simplified model: First that caution must be used when making direct comparisons with the MD simulation results, and
second that one cannot easily include quantum mechanical
effects.
C. Quantum analytic model

The second limitation can be mitigated by comparing
the results of the classical model with those of a simple
quantum model. The classical harmonic oscillators considered previously now become quantum harmonic oscillators.
To include the effects of scattering, these harmonic oscillators are coupled by a time-dependent potential. The time
dependence is idealized as a square pulse of width s

ji
sinxb s
_ ¼ 1 ji
ðn0  ni Þ
hðxi  x0 Þ
hQi
2 mi xi m0 x0
xb
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 jc
1
sinxb s
ðn0  ni Þ
c
DE
¼
2 m1
ab
xb
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 jc
1
ðn0  ni ÞsDE;
c

2 m1
ab

(2.6)

where xb ¼ ðx0 þ 2mK0 x0 Þ  ðxi þ 2mjiixi Þ. The second equality follows by converting our notation to the classical models, and the last equality follows from the near resonance
condition. This final expression is in good agreement with
the classical model, differing by a factor of 2 (due to differentiating by s rather than dividing by s to convert from the
_
total energy transfer to the hQi).
One convenience of the quantum model is the ease of
including multiple modes. When more nanotube modes are
added, the rate of energy transfer is unmodified except in the
case that multiple shifted modes are nearly resonant with the
analyte mode (this is possible even for non-degenerate modes
because of the effects of coupling). In this case, the expectation value of the energy change has to run over all nearresonant modes. Other than this effect, the presence of other
modes only becomes non-trivial for second order perturbations, which are negligible in the case of near-resonance. This
strengthens our claim that the essential features of the
CNT–dimer dynamics can be captured with a pair of coupled
modes.
The derivation of the result in Eq. (2.1) is classical, as
are the MD simulations that inspired it, but the premise of
the model does not require a classical interpretation.
Vibrational energy is transferred between the analyte and
probe continuously rather than discretely but without energy
transitions between eigenmodes. The skulduggery occurs in
how the modes are decoupled. In the classical derivation of
Eq. (2.1) it is assumed that decoupling does not change the
energy of each individual oscillator, and then when they are
recoupled all phases are equally likely. In a quantum mechanical system, after the analyte and probe have been
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decoupled the isolated modes must be discretely populated,
and the scattering must obey energy conserving phonon
selection rules. The same applies when the system is subsequently recoupled. The two-oscillator model is overly
restrictive and has no other degrees of freedom (such as
translation, or additional vibrations) that can participate in
the required energy redistribution when coupling/decoupling
the quantum oscillators. In a model in which more participating modes are considered, this restriction is relaxed.
III. DISCUSSION

With the goals and limitations of the oscillator model of
energy transfer in mind we return to discussing the implications of Eq. (2.1), for understanding both the simulation
results and NRS approach to chemical sensing. The surface
plot in Fig. 5 shows the energy transfer efficiency Rap plotted
as a function of dimensionless probe frequency, b, and the
dimensionless coherence duration, g. Although, this plot
relates the efficiency of energy transmission between two
coupled oscillators as a function of their mismatch in frequency, it may be interpreted as the heating spectrum across
all the modes of a large resonance probe in a NRS device,
such as the CNT in the MD simulations. The surface may also
be interpreted as the sensitivity of a selected mode in the
probe to analytes of different frequency. A striking feature in
Fig. 5 is that modes in the probe that are heated most strongly
are not those that are exactly in resonance with the analyte,
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
but those at the slightly higher frequency b ¼ 1 þ c  ac.
This seemingly off-resonant interaction is due to the differences in masses of the probe and analyte: As the analyte is
lighter than the probe, its frequency is more sensitive to the
stiffening effect of the coupling. The analyte frequency is
raised into resonance with higher frequency modes in the
probe, and thus we still refer to this as resonant energy transfer. Importantly for NRS sensing, it means that resonance
probes must be tuned slightly above the pitch of the analyte
modes for light target species.

FIG. 5. Surface plot of the dimensionless energy transfer rate, Rap, from the
model (Eq. (2.1)) plotted as a function of dimensionless probe frequency, b,
and number of oscillation for which the coupled system remain coherently
coupled and unperturbed, g, computed for mass ratio a ¼ 14, and dimensionless coupling c ¼ 0:01.
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In the NRS chemical recognition devices outlined at the
beginning of this paper, one envisions monitoring for excitations in modes at one frequency in a large (relative to the
analyte) nanoscale resonator, such as a CNT, or graphene
membrane. The measurable excitation in the probe
(the APP) results from the balance of energy transfer and internal dissipation. To maximize the sensitivity of the device,
one must maximize the rate of energy transfer into these
monitored modes. The selectivity of the NRS device is limited by how finely it can resolve analyte frequency, and thus
to optimize selectivity one must minimize the energy transfer
from modes just off-resonance. In Fig. 5, Rap is plotted
against the interaction time g (for a given value of a and c).
It can clearly be seen that there are optimal values of g that
maximize the rate of energy transfer, thereby focusing the
transfer spectrum26 (for a given value of a and c). While not
coincident, these optimal g are close together, and the peak
rate of energy transfer is only slightly diminished where frequency resolution is maximal. If we assume that there are
things that we can do to a NRS system to engineer g, then
this is an encouraging result. It means that when the device
design is optimized, there need be little trade-off between selectivity and sensitivity.
In order to make use of these ideas for optimizing a realistic NRS system, we make the following mapping ansatz:
While the two-oscillator model does not describe a realistic
system there are a set of values of fa; b; c; gg that make the
oscillator model best represent the real system. If we can
find these effective parameters, then we can use optimization
of our model to direct optimization of the real system. In
practice, this means that if we wish to alter a system (such as
the test system used in the MD simulations) to improve
energy transfer we must first identify which point on the plot
in Fig. 5 best represents the system. The following discussion addresses this mapping for the CNT/dimer system of the
MD simulations.
In bulk heat transport, scattering is a stochastic process in
which the phonon life time s is the average time it takes phonons to collide or to encounter scattering centres. In the MD
simulations of frequency dependent heat transfer, the scattering or decoupling time has an entirely different origin. As an
analyte dimer interacts with the CNT it is trapped and bouncing around in the highly anharmonic van der Waal’s potential
well at the CNT surface. The strength of coupling between the
internal modes of the analyte and the probe depends on the
local curvature of the van der Waals potential well, which is
highly asymmetric. As the analyte bounces around on the surface of the probe, the coupling of its modes to the probe varies
greatly—as we showed previously19 the coupling is strongest
during the nadir of the bounce when the analyte is sampling
the stiff, repulsive, part of the potential well. When the coupling is strongest, the most rapid exchange of energy occurs
(either forward or backward). This can be seen in Fig. 6,
which shows the conditional probability distribution of the
gradients in the resonant signal at different CNT-dimer separations. The inset contour plot shows the full probability density from which the slices are taken.
It can clearly be seen that the largest changes in signal
(i.e., the fastest energy exchange) occur when the analytes
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are closest to the probe. In this system, the analyte bounces
on average once every sbnc ¼ 2:8 6 0:2 ps,27 or every 28
oscillations of its stretch mode. During the period of closest
approach the dimer is strongly coupled, and exchanges heat
with the CNT but as the dimer rebounds away from the tube
the coupling is greatly diminished. When the dimer
approaches the tube again it does so in a different position
with different orientation, and the resulting hybrid modes of
the newly recoupled system are different. This slow bouncing oscillation is doing two things: It sets the timescale for
the coupling between the analyte and probe—that is, the
5–10 oscillations that they are closest—but it also introduces
a waiting time between periods of strong coupling where
there is little energy transfer. In effect, scattering is not instantaneous but is actually slower than the coupling duration.
The energy transfer time is a fraction of the full bouncing period s ¼ f sbnc , and the expression in the rate of energy transfer in Eq. (2.1) needs to be rescaled by f. Rather than being a
random process the coupling is metronomically regulated by
a much slower oscillation. The distribution of s is closer to
being single-valued, as we assumed in deriving Eq. (2.1),
than an exponential Poisson distribution of waiting times.
Understanding the origin of g one can identify ways to
change it. Increasing the mass of the analyte will increase
the interaction time, as will reduce the depth of the van der
Waal’s potential.
To map the coupled-oscillator model onto the MD data,
we need to extract effective model parameters from the simulations. The mass ratio a is computed directly as the ratio of
the mass of the modal inertias. To tune the frequency of the
H2 dimer down to 10.0 THz, the mass of the H atoms has
been artificial increased resulting in a ¼ 14:8. The frequency
mismatch between the resonance modes and analyte modes
was determined from the position of the resonant peak in
Fig. 2(a)
and foundﬃ to be b ¼ 1:03. Using the expression for
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b ¼ 1 þ c  c=a, these give an effective stiffness of
c ¼ 0:06560:005. Replotting Rap computed with these values (shown in Fig. 7), we see that most efficient energy transfer occurs with g in the range of 20–25. The effective g in
the simulation data is estimated to be between 10 and 15.
The width of the peak in Fig. 7 in a slice taken at g ¼ 15 is

consistent with the width of the resonant signal in the simulations. Together these results are encouraging: They imply
that there is room to optimize the system, but that the optimal conditions do not involve coherence times many times
longer than the bouncing period, and that the optimal conditions should be attainable.
While the two oscillator model represents the qualitative
energy transfer behavior, the computed value of Rap in Fig. 7
is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than that observed
in the MD simulations. The real system consists of many
modes in the CNT interacting with the analyte simultaneously. Adding degenerate oscillators to the probe side of the
coupled oscillator model reduces the total rate of energy
transfer. Figure 8 shows the reduction in Rap as a function of
increased degeneracy in the probe oscillators. The reduction
in Rap comes from two factors: (1) the coupling between
probe and analyte is now shared between all the constituent
oscillators in the probe, reducing the coupling to each individual oscillator; and (2) the constituent oscillators in the
probe have random phases and thus the net force felt by the
analyte is reduced by phase cancellation.

FIG. 6. Image depicting the conditional probability distribution of the given
signal gradient for different values of the instantaneous probe-analyte proximity. The inset plot shows the full 2-dimensional probability of which the
main plot are normalized slices.

FIG. 8. Log plot showing the reduction of the energy transfer rate, Rap, with
increasing degeneracy of the probe resonators. The blue circles were computed numerically assuming oscillators of equal frequency and mass and
using values for c and g of 0.005 and 5, respectively. The red line shows the
best fit through the computed data and has a slope of 1.06.

FIG. 7. Surface plot of the dimensionless energy transfer rate, Rap, from the
model (Eq. (2.1)) computed for mass ratio a ¼ 14:8, and dimensionless coupling c ¼ 0:065.
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This observed behavior in Fig. 6 underscores the key
insight from the MD simulations that energy transfer from a
single dimer is stochastic: The dimer only interacts with the
probe for a fraction of the time, and when it does so it is in
short coherent bursts. The random phase change between
periods of interaction means that the energy passed during
one period of interaction can be refunded in the next, and
thus the net exchange of energy follows a biased random
walk.
The stochastic picture of single analyte energy exchange
is the starting point for interpreting the resonance signal
measured when there are multiple analyte molecules interacting with a resonance probe. The plots in Fig. 9 show the
excitation of the resonance probe in the presence of multiple
analyte dimers, each with a random initial position and
phase. Plot (a) shows the evolution of the resonant signal.
Crucially, the signal increases with the number of dimers,
until it reaches a threshold at about 10 dimers. This result is
not only an important requirement for chemical sensing but
it is also contrary to what one might expect if all the dimers
were interacting with the probe simultaneously. If all the
analyte dimers interacted with the probe equally, phase cancellation would reduce the net force from the analyte—this
is one of the effects that reduces the rate of energy transfer

J. Appl. Phys. 114, 234308 (2013)

when the probe contains degenerate modes as shown in Fig.
8. Instead, the combination of the block motion of the dimers
in the van der Waal’s potential and the potential’s strong
anharmonicity conspires so that only one dimer is felt by the
CNT resonance probe at a time. The coupling stiffness
between analyte and probe jc has a  r 14 dependence, so
that the coupling of most of the dimers is negligible in comparison with the coupling to the dimer that is closest to the
probe. Increasing the number of analyte molecules means
that average spacing between the probe and its closest analyte will be shorter, and thus the rate of energy transfer will
increase. When there is a large concentration of analytes
interacting with the probes the time period for which the
closest molecule remains the closest before being succeeded
by another becomes short, reducing the coherence time g.
This causes the rate of energy transfer to saturate and broadens the frequency specificity as can be seen in the time averaged spectra shown in Fig. 9(b).
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this article are encouraging for
the operation of a NRS device. We observe the surprising
but desirable behavior that frequency dependent energy
transfer increases with the concentration of analyte. A
detailed study of the resonant transfer of vibrational energy
between two molecular/nano-scale objects28 furnished an explanation of the concentration dependence. The understanding gained from the MD simulations was used to formulate a
very simple analytic model that can be used to help optimize
the sensitivity and selectivity of a NRS system, and yields a
second important result, that optimizing a system for sensitivity will in most cases also improve the selectivity. Finally,
while this work focused on exploiting frequency dependent
heat transfer for chemical sensing, the findings presented can
have impact for other applications beyond NRS. These
insights might be useful in the development of thermally responsive functional materials and also in the development of
phononic devices such as thermal switches and thermal
rectifiers.
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FIG. 9. Excitation of CNT resonance probe in the presence of multiple analyte dimers. (a) shows the evolution of the filtered resonant signal, normalized by the number of analytes. Coloration denotes number of analytes, from
1 (blue) to 10, plus 15, 20, and 25 (red) dimers. (b) shows the full time averaged excited spectra normalized by number of analytes for increasing analyte densities (averaged over first 1 ns), using the same color scheme. With
greater than 10 analytes the resonant signal saturates and the resonant peak
broadens, losing frequency resolution of the NRS.
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